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Intelligence officers ought to give careful consideration to the potential of proposed operations for psychological flap
or psychological advantage in event of exposure. 
                                                – United States Central Intelligence Agency (1976)

The Soviets have signaled, in an unusually blatant way, their intent to play upon the November presidential race . . .
The Soviets probably realize that public partnership would be counterproductive—although they may be less
restrained as the campaign goes on.
                                                – United States Central Intelligence Agency (1984)

Every disinformation message must at least partially correspond to reality or generally accepted views.
                                               – Ladislav Bittman (1985)

                                               

“Tranquil” likely is well down the list of words that come to mind when describing the worldview of Donald Trump or
Vladimir Putin. It is a fair descriptor, however, in one sense. Mr. Trump and Mr. Putin, different as they are, seem to
share a belief in tranquil power, a concept elaborated by the American political scientist Michael Loriaux. It is the
belief that power is legitimate whenever and wherever it “tries or intends to impose laws, norms and practices”[1]
that the protagonist finds better than those they intend to displace. Tranquil power by no means implies a tranquil
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government, however. Tranquility is never secure but instead abets power and gives it license, what Loriaux calls
“boundlessness.”[2]

Presidential adviser Karl Rove gave boundlessness a voice when he told the  New York Times in 2004:

We’re an empire now, we create our own reality. And while you’re studying that reality—judiciously,
as you will—we’ll act again, creating other new realities, which you can study too, and that’s how
things will sort out. We’re history’s actors . . . and you, all of you, will be left to just study what we
do.[3]

“Tranquil power. That’s what today distinguishes Yedinaya Rossiya [Mr. Putin’s ruling political party] . . . thanks
primarily to the party’s effective electoral message.”[4] Mr. Putin writes that “True democracy is an indispensable
condition for building a state.”[5] Elsewhere, however, “contemporary elections have ceased to be an instrument of
change, having been reduced to scandals and discussions of compromising materials. The reality is, democratic
trappings aside, that most citizens have no influence over the political process.”[6]

Of “the tranquil Mr. Putin,” the Russian business e-newspaper
Khroniki biznesa wrote:

If you assess the attitude of the American media and
American diplomacy toward Mr. Putin, there is a
tendency to portray him as a Khrushchev or Gorbachev.
But the Russian president frustrates efforts to do so by
simply remaining himself. When this drives his
opponents to hysterical outbursts, Putin just smiles
ironically. It is a smile unique to someone who knows
exactly what he is doing, and who is confident in his
belief in the correctness of his actions.[7]

This perhaps captures how Mr. Trump sees himself (or how he
would like to be seen), at one and the same time frustrating
opponents and steadfast in pursuit of his vision for governance.
If, however, it is the case that Mr. Trump misperceives himself
(or how others perceive him), then it is likely he also
misperceives Mr. Putin. One such misperception is to see Mr.
Putin as essentially a misguided version of himself. Another is
the notion of tranquil power itself. The reality is that “Power is
not tranquil,” writes Loriaux, except in its fictitious, staged representation:

Tranquil power is an unstable brew, inviting simultaneous moral self-sufficiency and indictment of
traditional “powers” on the one hand, and unilateral intervention and punishment on the other.[8]

Mr. Putin’s current campaign of so-called “active measures”—from the Russian aktivinyye meropritia—against the
United States certainly fits that critique. “All active measures,” wrote Dennis Kuk in 1985, “have the common goal of
enhancing Soviet [read: Russian] influence, usually by tarnishing the image of opponents.”[9] Two classes of active
measures are of interest here, semi-overt “grey” activities—those “while not officially acknowledged to be Soviet
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sponsored are widely known as under Soviet direction and control”—and clandestine “black” activities—“the use of
agents of influence, spreading false rumors, duping politicians and journalists, and disseminating forgeries and fake
documents.”[10]

Both grey and black active measures are forms of disinformation (dezinformatsia) or the deliberate use of
misinformation or misleading information. Disinformation “transform[s] reality into an inane hall of mirrors,”[11] says
Shmuel Vaknon. In the hands of Mr. Putin, Russian grey and black active measures are less forms of constituent
power intended to transform the machinery of Western political institutions than instruments of destituent power
intended to deactivate that institutional machinery.[12] Active measures are corrosive in and of themselves but more
so when misperceived, as by Mr. Trump and equally so by many of his critics. Grey active measures like trolling can
lull Western audiences into an insouciant disregard for the larger active measures campaign, mistakenly dismissing
Russian actions as irksome but largely ineffectual.  

Mr. Trump is himself guilty of this. His “sin against reality,” as William F. Buckley, Jr., once said of President
Eisenhower, “is due to deficient understanding.”[13] As the Austrian philosopher Rudolf Steiner said, “We can sin
against reality, but we cannot suppress it.”[14] The reality Mr. Trump seemingly fails to understand is “Russia’s
domestic system of information manipulation going global,” as Peter Pomerantsev warned in a 2014 essay
published in The Atlantic :

Today’s Russia has been shaped by political technologists—the viziers of the system who, like so
many post-modern Prosperos, conjure up puppet political parties and the simulacra of civic
movements to keep the nation distracted as Putin’s clique consolidates power. In the philosophy of
these political technologists, information precedes essence.[15]

Pomerantsev’s use of the phrase information precedes essence is interesting, mimicking as it does Jean-Paul
Sartre’s claim that “existence precedes essence,” by which Sartre meant, “We must begin from the subjective.”[16]
For Sartre, what something is—its essence—is defined by something else’s presence, which in this instance is
Russian disinformation.[17]

Let us first acknowledge what the instrumental value of Russian grey active measures—as agitprop on the Russian
government-controlled media portal RT agitprop or tweets by Russian trolls—is not. It is not that Russian
disinformation succeeded in manipulating American voters last November to cast their vote for Mr. Trump. It is
instead that Russian disinformation is an instrument for propagating a potent political narrative, viz., that Russia can
decisively influence an American (or for that matter, a French or a German) election. As unlikely it is that pathetic RT
agitprop and tweets by Kremlin trolls changed a single vote, the seeming effect of Russian disinformation—why, one
might ask, would Mr. Putin do it for no effect?—becomes a narrative about its effect. Audiences do not have to mine
the narrative for signs of Russian disinformation. Instead, seeing it creates the narrative.

Why would Mr. Putin want to propagate the narrative that Russia successfully influenced the American election if
Russia in fact did not (and cannot) do so? Before answering that question, it should be acknowledged that it is by no
means clear Mr. Putin—anymore than anyone else—actually thought Mr. Trump would defeat Mrs. Clinton, for whom
his animus is well known. The election’s outcome may well have been as surprising to Mr. Putin as it was to most
observers. One might speculate that Mr. Trump’s victory is indeed contrary to Russia’s long-term political interests,
insofar as it is focusing much heat and some light on Russian disinformation practices. That being said, borderline
hysteria about Russian grey active measures is a windfall for Mr. Putin because it amplifies a narrative around
Russia’s reach and grasp.

So what is Mr. Putin’s narrative? It was described several years ago by long-time CIA specialist in Soviet and
Russian affairs, Fritz Ermarth, as a “mosaic of claims or pretenses about restoring Russia as a great power” and
“restoring the Russian political culture.”[18] That narrative is
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[B]ut one part of a sophisticated Kremlin marketing strategy aimed at rebranding Russia as a
resurgent world power that has risen from the chaos and humiliation of the 1990s. To promote this
new grand narrative—and embed it in the minds of friend and foe, both at home and abroad—
Kremlin image gurus have relied on a potent cocktail that is equal parts truth, illusion, subterfuge,
spin, and outright falsehood.[19]

There is much call to suppress Russian grey active measures as there was during the 1950s.

[A]s the power of the enemy abroad increases, so necessarily does his arm here, unless we chop it
off . . . Our Republic was forged on the assumption—to be sure, explicitly skeptical—that all points of
view were, if not equally honorable, at least equally tolerable . . . Yet even Jefferson lifted himself up
from some of his abstractions about the free society . . . Lincoln arrived painfully at the conclusion
that some points of view were intolerable. These were men who . . . acknowledged, with their
practical turn of mind, that the requirements of reality transcend at the margin the workaday
imperatives of a free society.[20]

With all due respect to the late Mr. Buckley, that understandable response at the end of the day is the wrong answer.
Giorgio Agamben warns:

The Security paradigm implies that each dissention, each more or less violent attempt to overthrow
its order, become an opportunity to govern them in a profitable direction.[21]

Much of Russian grey disinformation is directed squarely at that “Security paradigm”—think Wikileaks—and what Mr.
Agamben calls “the permanent technology of government.”[22] How much of Russian grey disinformation fits this
description?

[T]he formula “for security reasons” functions today in any domain, from everyday life to international
conflicts, as a password in order to impose measures that the people have no reason to accept.[23]

“Sin against reality” is a phrase Mr. Buckley borrowed from Whittaker Chambers, who called it “the one for which
history gives no absolution.”[24] The reality is that some Russian active measures pose a graver near term threat
than the inconsequential one Mr. Trump apparently associates with trolling and like embodiments of Russian grey
active measures. Returning to Mr. Buckley again, Mr. Trump’s is “an approach designed not to solve problems, but to
refuse, essentially, to recognize that problems exist; and so, to ignore them.”[25]

One of those problems—Russian black active measures—is causing an increasingly serious rift among the United
States’ Gulf allies that threatens to fracture the anti-Iran alliance there. It is classic Russian tradecraft. According to
United States intelligence officials, Russian government hackers inserted fabricated text about the emir of Qatar
making friendly remarks about Iran and Israel into text released by the official Qatari news agency on 23 May 2017.
It prompted Saudi Arabia and others to suspend diplomatic relations with Qatar and to impose economic sanctions
on the Gulf nation.

The inserted false text—later confirmed as such by an FBI forensic team—was timed perfectly to wreak maximum
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havoc. On 21 May, Emir Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani met with Mr. Trump, who cited intelligence reports accusing
Qatar of financing the Islamist Front Fatah Al Sham in Syria. The Saudi government likewise criticized Qatari
Foreign Minister Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani for a recent meeting in Baghdad with Qassem Suleimani, an
Iranian senior military officer who directs the Revolutionary Guard’s Quds Force. The 23 May Qatari release was
intended to respond to these criticisms. When Secretary of State Rex Tillerson called on the Saudi-led block to
resolve its differences with Qatar, President Trump within an hour called the Saudi-led action “hard but necessary,”
saying that he had been consulted in advance “about confronting Qatar.”[26]

Mr. Trump has thus sinned doubly. He misunderstands the nature and the purpose of Russian disinformation, and as
a consequence has failed (so far) to respond decisively. The former is, as Mr. Buckley once wrote, “a retreat from
understanding—a retreat from an explicit expression of the meaning of American society.”[27] We are perhaps better
prepared to deal with Russian black than grey active measures. Some instances of the former are so abjectly
disruptive as to force a response, albeit one muddled by Mr. Trump walking inexplicably on Secretary Tillerson’s
narrative. Russian black active measures are pervasive if sometimes less visible than their grey cousins—lest
anyone doubt it, ask the Ukrainian government, which has faced a torrent of Russian forged documents intended to
discredit and disable it.  

As to the assault upon the United States from Russian grey active measures, “It is nothing short of preposterous to
tolerate an active conspiracy in our midst,”[28] as Mr. Buckley wrote in response to an earlier and comparable
Soviet threat. For Mr. Trump, redemption from sinning against reality begins with acknowledging that conspiracy, in
both its form and its purpose. Former Undersecretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger once recommended that one
element of countering active measures was “keeping our citizens as fully informed as possible of the deceptive
practices to which they are exposed.”[29]

Mr. Trump’s tranquil worldview vis-à-vis Russia does not derive from any sympathy with Mr. Putin or his
authoritarian ways. It derives instead from naïveté about the nature of Russian tranquil power, and the threat of
Russian destituence intent on deactivating the machinery of Western political institutions. Instead of adding to the
Twitter cacophony, Mr. Trump would be well advised to follow Mr. Eagleburger’s advice, the first step in which is for
he himself to understand the nature of Russian active measures against the country he leads in a dangerously
uncongenial world.
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